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Germany adopts the policy of war 

 

Sources: Anti-imperialist Front 

News of today, January 26, 2023 from the InfoDefenseEspañol channel: "The Bundestag 

MP Petr Bistron to Olaf Scholz on the transfer of tanks to Ukraine: Just said goodbye to 

the fundamental provisions of Germany's foreign policy of the postwar period. Germany's 

special responsibility for the victims of World War II was significant for the young 

country. And their great predecessors Helmut Schmidt and Willy Brandt made a bet 

special for the world. The slogan 'Never again' meant the refusal to supplying weapons to 

conflict zones. This has always been the core of German foreign policy. You will go down 

in history as the chancellor who trampled on this legacy." 

It is exactly as Petr Bistron tells Olaf Scholz: he has thrown The garbage The fundamental 

German international policy adopted after The horrible and shameful crimes of fascism. A 
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decision that Scholz takes forgetting or trivializing KNOWINGLY: the millions of dead in 

the Second World War, between 50 and 60, of which a third, Between 20 and 25, they 

were Russians. The greatest war on earth to the Seen from the past 80 years, it is about to 

be surpassed by the there is developing between the United States and NATO against 

Russia, with the participation of a nominally democratic Germany, but really as Nazi as 

that of Nazism in the first half of the twentieth century. 

Once again the imperialism of the twenty-first century attacks illegally and illegitimately 

to the rest of the world, starting with Russia, the first obstacle to eliminate and then 

continue to devastate less powerful countries. The Nazism began with dissimulation in 

Germany in the 30s until the Nazis took off their masks soon and continued with sabotage, 

Fires, attacks, arrests... war and occupation in Europe and the Jewish holocaust. Today 

Germany, one of the richest countries, with the best Standard of living, including 

education, is managed at whim by the country most Nazi of all: the United States. 

Democracy has long since passed to To be the superior form of Nazism is a gross 

deception for the Conquest: 'By deception and intrigue, so shall you make war.' 

With Western democracy and in its name, the United States and NATO Millions have 

been killed, injured and driven from their homes since the Second World War with the UN 

as an abúlico witness and consent. Only the immoral or the foolish do not know, the rest 

of the Mundo knows this and will suffer it in spite of himself, although too late. His 

Passivity will not serve them, it is not neutral, they will pay for it and they will not be able 

to accuse Russia, because they didn't even want to ask their own Why did you help the 

Ukrainian Nazis in government and their battalions in the genocide of the populations of 

Donbas? ¿Why Have you not defended the victims as Russia did? ¿Why not You asked 

your governments NOT to send weapons for the benefit of the world's deadliest killing 

machine, the United States? 

We are not just another war, it may be the end of humanity or a large part, one more 

extinction on earth of any other species, with the difference that ours is caused by their 

own actions. 

Source: https://frenteantiimperialista.org/alemania-adopta-la-politica-de-la-guerra-agustin-

velloso/ 
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